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Retail Digital Signage Solutions



Retail Environment

Digital signage 
increases engagement 
by cutting out clutter as

the fast and flashy 
content captures 

consumers attention.

Imagine being able to change campaigns and calls to action at the click of a button, this is the flexibility

created by implementing digital signage solutions. Today’s retail environment is cluttered with marketing

advertisements and customers have learned to subliminally ignore the constant advertising

bombardment. Digital signage is a way to break through and get noticed as the fast and flashy content

captures consumers attention and enhances engagement.

Video walls and LED signage are not only a signature design feature, but can also be used to direct

traffic into the store by displaying the latest campaign or promotion. All of the content is managed

remotely which allows brands to add and remove video or statics as well as to change the price of a

product simply. The turnaround time to amend an error on traditional marketing methods can take a few

days, whereas changes on digital signage solutions can take a few minutes.



Digital Signage Solutions

Digital signage solutions provide customers with relevant information, and allows brands to update their

content in real-time with the latest campaigns. Fresh content ensures that the advertisements displayed

are still relevant while also creating engagement as consumers will look to the displays for new product

offerings and promotions.

Digital signage provides the following benefits for brands:

- Ability to implement content changes with the click of a button, anytime and from anywhere.

- Customize content per region, store or screen

- Announce pop up promotions to aid rapid clearing of perishable or depreciated stock

- Encourage additional purchases through a call to action

- Decrease the perceived dwell time

There are multiple digital signage solutions available from single displays and video walls, to creative

video walls and customized solutions.

Analytical software together with audience measurement technology can be used in conjunction with

digital signage to calculate engagement, and determine if your advertisement is reaching your target

audience effectively. Among other metrics, the software provides approximate age, gender and

engagement of each person who views your advertisement. You can then analyse whether the

advertisement has the desired effect, and can then implement changes to improve the engagement.

Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) tags can be added to products on display to show additional

information, on the digital displays or on customers mobile devices. Brands thus don’t physically have to

display all the options available, which saves on costly shelf space.



The Foschini Group

The Foschini Group (TFG) encompasses 22 brands,

such as Sportscene, Fabiani, Duesouth and American

Swiss. AVT Solutions designs, installs and maintains

all the digital signage solutions for TFG brands, this

includes remotely managing content. Each

implementation is different as the solution is based on

the brands look and feel, shop design, location and

purpose of the display.



Various professional displays are installed, 

ranging from 43” to 65”. These displays are 

located within the store and are used to inform 

customers about promotions or new products 

within the areas that they are located.

Displays located at the point of sale help to 

decrease the perceived wait time of customers 

who are waiting to pay for their items, as well as 

to display calls to action to promote services or 

products that can be purchased at the point of

sale.

Single Panels

Various video wall configurations are installed within

the stores and in the store front. These large

displays range from standard 2x2 and 3x3 video

walls to more unique configurations such as 1x3,

1x2, 2x3, LED panels and creative video walls.

The video wall and LED panels have extremely thin

bezels which enables seamless panel stacking to

create one large screen. The displays play new

product or campaign content that is fast and flashy,

to grab the consumers attention, create interest and

encourage them to enter the store.
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